Imagination Unleashed
These innovations are proof that our ideas can transport us through time and space.

Flat-packed Sustainability
British furniture brand NOMAD.LONDON recently launched its second
collection of sustainable flat-pack furniture, designed by award-winning architect
Henning Stummel. Nomad’s well-designed and cost-effective furniture is in line
with Bauhaus ideals of form follows function – it’s exclusively made in England,
it arrives in flat-pack form and it can be easily assembled in minutes: no glue,
no screws and no tools needed. It is also sustainable, as each piece is made
from only one sheet of plywood, roll of fabric or hide, to reduce wastage. The
whole set flat-packed can fit into a Mini. The latest collection includes a sofa,
an armchair and a children’s chair and a stool/low table, with leather or velvet
upholstery in a variety of colours.
www.nomad.london

The Square Circle
VDF has teamed up with Ventura Projects to present the work of over 80 international
designers, schools and brands through a series of virtual exhibitions and events.
Italian artist Fulvio Morella was selected by Cramum and Ventura Projects to be
part of this, as he brings the art of turning to the contemporary world. Through
continuous experimentation, he unhinged the idea of turning as a technique for
the creation of ‘rustic’ didactic objects, crossing the border between design and
art. In Square the Circle, the artist unites elements considered so different that they
cannot coexist: wood, metal, geometric shapes and laser working. These new works
are turned wooden plates, but instead of being round they are square. Each work is
characterised by the insertion of circular metal elements in steel and copper, bringing
the square and circle to a harmonious whole.
tornitura.morella.it/

Sculptural Lighting
Another artist presenting as part of VDF x Ventura Projects is Margaux de Penfentenyo, a Mexican
artist and designer. Her most recent collection is entitled Landscape Lamp, which is a lighting
collection modelled on geological strata. It comprises beautifully fluid sculptural floor lamps in
three different sizes, along with table lamps. Each lamp is handmade using wood, acrylic paint,
cotton, and LED strips, and punctured by a hollow centre from which the light shines. Each strip
evokes the geological strata of a landscape. The lamps are available in a range of colours that evoke
each season: spring is in shades of pink, summer in shades of green, autumn in shades of yellow
and winter in shades of blue. The two sides of the lamp have different colours and are infinitely
customisable.
www.mdepenfentenyo.com
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An Elegant Arcade
Scandinavian furniture brand Brdr Krüger has launched a chair
developed by the late Danish architect Nanna Ditzel in 1983. Arkade
Chair was one of several furniture designs that Ditzel, who passed away
in 2005, created for Brdr Krüger but it was never put into production
– until now. The Arkade Chair name references a type of architecture
characterised by recurring arches and the chair is composed of curved
and circular forms, picked out in different colours and materials. The
design comprises three main elements: the legs are formed by a pair
of turned and steam-bent wooden arches, curved circles create the
upholstered seat and backrest, and slender metal elements provide the
supports. Finishes include natural or stained oak, brass, chrome or black
frames, and various textiles and leathers.
www.brdr-kruger.com

Ocean Time
Swedish brand TRIWA has launched statement watches made from recycled ocean plastic.
Two years ago, TRIWA launched its first line of value-driven products called Time for Peace,
comprised of watches made from destructed illegal firearms. The new campaign, Time
for Oceans, aims to upcycle ocean waste and raise awareness about the volume of plastic
entering our oceans and impacting marine life. The case and watch strap are made from
100% recycled ocean plastic, produced by #tide ocean material in Switzerland. The watch
comes in four colours: deep blue, seaweed, coral and seal.
www.triwa.com

A Design Benchmark
Emerging designer Khosi Leteba has launched a newly designed bench
in collaboration with Wiid Design and Clout, an initiative and online
marketplace established by Nando’s to support designers from South
Africa. Khosi channelled his Sotho heritage when formulating the design,
drawing on various elements of Basotho culture to create the curved,
sculptural forms and the surface patterning. It forms part of a family of
similarly themed pieces Khosi has dubbed the Bodulo Collection. The
end result of the collaboration is an astonishing contemporary expression
of Southern African culture and tradition. Clout is bringing South African
design to VDF x Ventura Projects and the bench will be made available on
the online design marketplace that gives Nando’s global interior designers
access to purchase furniture designed and manufactured in South Africa for
upcoming Nando’s restaurants.
clout-sadesign.co.za
Image courtesy of Wiid Design
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